
Galway/Goodwood 2019 Review 

In this review I look back at how my stats research performed, a few lessons from my Galway 

Members’ Tipping and some chase eye-catchers from The Galway Plate.  

* 

A look at the stats…. 

This year my trainer stats report focussed on Mark Johnston at Goodwood and Willie Mullins at 

Galway. There were also some ‘quickfire’ stats for Sir Michael Stoute and John Gosden at 

Goodwood, as well as a look at Thomas Mullins, Henry De Bromhead and Jessie Harrington at 

Galway.  

As always there were a mix of ‘micro angles’ and ‘other pointers’. I always think these stats are best 

used as a ‘way in’, or to play for fun stakes- certainly on bigger priced ones. But the stats are always 

there to use as you please. Thankfully this year they did point to numerous winners and with any 

luck those of you who used the stats landed on a few of them.  

In summary 

Goodwood 

M Johnston Micro  

9 bets / 2 wins / 5 places (inc wins) / +9.55 BFSP (after 5% commission)  

Mark Johnston Watch 

Those horses that hit the other highlighted stats, for his class 2 handicappers… 

16 bets / 4 wins / 6 places (inc wins) / +9 BFSP  

Quickfire Stats (Stoute/Gosden)  

7 bets / 3 wins / 5 places (inc wins) / +1.5 BFSP 

 

Galway  

Micro Angles 

• W Mullins: 0/3,1p, -3 

• Henry De Bromhead: 0/5,0p, -5  

• Jessie Harrington: 0/5,1p, -5 

• Thomas Mullins: 1/2,1p, +13  

• Total: 1/15,3p, 0  

Willie Mullins Watch 

Those horses that hit the other highlighted stats… 

28 bets / 9 wins / 15p / +8 BFSP  

 

 



Galway Review 

The stats pointers… 

The micro angles didn’t do so well, with just the one winner for T Mullins to wipe their face at BFSP. 

The Willie Mullins pointers had a decent week and included a 28/1 >8/1 SP winner (10.5/1 BFSP).  

I won’t be changing much on that front next year but I will be more forgiving for T Mullins selections 

that are ‘weak’ in the market or bigger than 12/1.  

His winner Lucky Icon drifted from 12s>20/1 (34 BFSP), providing his first winner over 17f< at bigger 

than 12s SP. He was 0/23 before that.   

That does now mean since 2012 all his Galway runners sent off 14/1 – 20/1 are 2/10,5p, +53 BFSP. 

Clearly it would be foolish to ignore those in the years ahead.  

While I did look at all of his runners, and tipped one of his winners, given his overall Galway record 

it’s probably best trying to make a case for all of his runners, as without doubt it’s a week he targets 

and his string arrived in decent form.  

A timely reminder that in big Festivals, the use of Starting Price ‘caps’ should only ever be a guide, 

certainly when using qualifiers as a starting point for tipping/further analysis. Lucky Icon arrived on 

the back of a win and was a prominent racer. I suppose given his trainer stats/form, that should have 

been enough! Alas, I didn’t tip him… 

My Members Tips 

13 bets / 2 wins / 5 places (inc wins) / +7.2 points (advised)   

Galway is the final big Festival I attack in the calendar year, on the back of Cheltenham, Aintree and 

Punchestown.  

It was pleasing to come out in front for the week having had a tough time of it in big races so far this 

year, in sharp comparison to 2018.  

This is only the second year I’ve attacked Galway, on the back of a +20 point haul or so last year and 

it’s a week I enjoy. It’s usually a case of ‘less is more’ with a focus on my trainer qualifiers as a ‘way 

in’ plus a focus on the Galway Plate & Hurdle.  

The winners that got away… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



There’s always a few and in part that’s the nature of the beast in these competitive handicaps.  

The main regret was Tudor City who I inexplicably left out. I know I was very close in my own mind 

given he was on my shortlist of 3 and given his odds I still can’t believe I scratched him. Hindsight is a 

wonderful thing though and it’s best to look forward… there were a handful of learning points from 

that sorry episode… 

• Lesson 1: Don’t underestimate the booking of a top jockey in a big race – obvious I know 

but one of the reasons for leaving him was I thought something may be better handicapped, 

given he’d gone up 3lb from his last jumps run, when ridden by a 5lb claimer. With 14 

handicap hurdle runs already (no wins) he wasn’t exactly unexposed. However, I 

underestimated/or failed to consider just what an impact Robbie Power could have. He was 

the best jockey to have ridden him over hurdles since Ruby Walsh back in July 2017 and this 

was only his 8th handicap hurdle since then. In effect his ability made that +8lb difference 

since his last jumps run an irrelevance, given he’s probably at least an 8lb+ better jumps 

jockey than most of those who’d had a go recently. For a horse who is hard to win with, his 

booking should have been a deciding factor. It was a superb ride and made all the 

difference.  

• Lesson 2: Does the horse have a turn of foot/’flat speed’? – my other main concern was 

that he would be patiently ridden in a race that I thought would be slowly run – as there 

were only one or two who were likely to go forward. I failed to consider whether his flat 

ability, and his relative turn of foot, would help him in that situation. I suppose that’s a more 

general point for hold up horses, especially in handicap hurdles, and more so if you think the 

front runners won’t stay there/are not good enough. It’s hard to determine such things but a 

basic assessment of his flat form may have indicate he had more speed than most in that 

race, if it turned tactical.  

That was the only howler on the week and in reality the one big winner that got away. Those horses 

you cross off last from your considerations, only to see them win, are always the worst!   

My Willie Mullins and Thomas Mullins stats highlighted two big priced winners… 28/1>8/1 and 

12s>20/1 and I will ponder what I could have done differently with those, but I’ll take the positives 

that my stats highlighted those winners, as it makes me far more likely to land on them. There’s 

always next year.  

Tipping wise it was as a solid if unspectacular week that could have been so much better, but given 

my Big Race tipping this year, I’ll take it.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Eye-Catchers 

This will just focus on Galway, given my tipping focus is on handicap chasers and the big three Jumps 

Festivals + Galway.  

The Galway Plate 

I’m going to focus on the big chase of the week as I’d like to think there will be numerous future 

winners. Famous last words but I think it will be a race worth tracking. The front four were well 

ahead of the main field and should all win again.  

Borice  

The winner of any race is always an obvious ‘eye-catcher’ but he’s worth keeping tabs on. He’d raced 

24 times in France and yet won like a progressive handicapper to follow. That just shows the skill of 

Gordon Elliot and what can happen when moving a decent French chaser to a top NH trainer in the 

UK/Ireland. This looks to be a tactic for these owners as they search for big chase pots. They have a 

French operation also and clearly know their racing on both sides of the Channel. They did a similar 

thing with Valtour who they sent to Nicky Henderson. He looked an exposed 10 year old yet bolted 

up on his first start over here, at Ascot in December 2018. So, that approach is something to keep in 

mind.  

Borice does look like a dour stayer in the making. Elliot thinks he’ll be better over further and on 

softer. There is talk of a future tilt at The Grand National, possibly taking in the Becher chase first. He 

won this going away and he beat the right horses. You’d like to think he’s got a few more big pots in 

him. He looks to have taken a few months to settle into his new home and it was a well-executed 

plan, with Elliot winning his third Plate in the last four years. I thought 8s may be short enough given 

the chase questions he had but I won’t be making that mistake again with an Elliot chaser in this 

race.  

The next three in should have more wins in them. I was on Black Corton who ran a cracker. I don’t 

think the loose horse cost him victory albeit he’d have been closer. He will find handicaps hard from 

this mark, but Nicholls is an expert at placing his horses and he could have another decent season 

ahead, especially in a smaller field and when able to dominate. I still can’t believe he’s only 8 as he 

appears to have been around forever.  

Peregrine Run ran a cracker for me also, but alas he did bump into three better horses on the day. 

There was no excuse and it could be the handicapper has his chase mark about right. His hurdles 

mark of 139 does look very tempting now and maybe they will switch to timber.  

Snugsborough Benny  

A frustrating horse who connections seem to ask plenty from. I’m not sure he has to be ridden quite 

so cold and he’s always given so much to do. Sometimes it comes off, but on this ground, they were 

not stopping in front. He stormed up the hill again. You’d like to think he has a decent pot in him. 

He’s probably one to back Each-Way given how they ride him, and he’ll always need luck in running. 

But he jumps well and stays well. He may well prove frustrating to follow but is worth consideration 

in any future big chase.  

 

 

 



Movewiththetimes  

This 8 year-old is still unexposed in handicap chases. He was well punted from 25s>8s on his first 

start for Enda Bolger, which suggests connections were confident they had him spot on, and he had 

plenty in hand. He was motoring into 3rd with six to jump when crumpling on landing – he appeared 

to jump the fence fine. The market support and the way he was moving into contention would 

suggest he’s one to follow.  

Ravenhill  

This was only his 4th chase and was some effort. He was best of the rest here, staying on well having 

been patiently ridden. He jumped well and will find less competitive races than this. I’d be surprised 

if Elliot didn’t get more chase wins out of him and he may yet have a decent chase pot in him. 

Decent ground appears important and 3 miles should be within range.  

Finally I should mention Azzuri for team Skelton – he just didn’t stay, having led them until 2 out. He 

travelled and jumped well overall and a mark of 144 could still be workable, especially if able to 

dominate. It’s hard to forget his demolition job at Ayr over 17f two starts back. (his first after a wind-

op) Again, he seems to want decent ground so is one to watch this Autumn and Spring. No doubt a 

target will be pencilled in.  

* 

That’s all from this review,  

Josh  

 


